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"It is quite eemething ts be

liberated frem the trammele

of human egotiem • jealeuey,

envy, great uneaeinees,

excited drives • all the

things that ware the
judgment•” Somerset Maugham
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$TATEME§Q GP Tgd PRO§LEM
Proposals for stimulating and implementing planning

programs ars needed for rural counties in Virginia. ,To
a large extent the uncoordinated development of rural
areas has resulted in mnddled growth. Professional
practitioners of the basic applied sciences, engineering,
and planning as well as some of the lay citisenry
recognise a need for studied and controlled growth to
etrengxhen the overeall development, not only for the
county's interest, hat for their own particular interests.
The professional practitioners and the citisenry, although
well aware of the advantages in mutual assistance, have
not developed the machinery for eccomplishing their
mutual comprehensive planning goal:.

_ From the etandpoint of a planner, the most direct
method of helping the citisenry to develop its capacity
for arriving at collective decisions would be to devise
some means of letting the people accomplish this for
themselves through the planning process. Thorefore, the
problem becomes the motivation of the county ppulation
to become involved, so that the involvement result in
action, and a direction be given the action which
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will result in an active and continuoue comprehensive

planning program.

PURFQSE
This study intends to develop a program for

providing a more effective knowledge of planning in

g the oitisenry of the rural county in Virginia in order

tht they may be better aware of:
(1) how to preserve or alter their total living

environment,
(2) decide what they would like es goals for

this environment, and
(3) develop action programs for achieving the

living environment goals•

Because there are no penaceas in planning, especially

not for the rural counties in Virginia, a further

purpose of this study is to advance a method for the

development of such a program, the participation in

which will be the planning process for the rural county

in Virginia.
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LImITaTION3
This study deals only with the predominantly rural

counties in Virginia. Thera are many areas of rural
character in Virginia that are in themselves worthy of

a study of their particular problems in development.

However, for the purpse of this study, materiell

availability, ramifications of special interests and

situations, the scope of this study has been limited

to the rural counties in Virginia.
l T

7

nhFINlTION Ass DEäIG§aTl&N OF RURaL Cgüägj

In a general sense, the use of the term "rural"
~implies a country type of life, even pastoral, but

more appropriately the reference given here is,

agricultural. The agrarian emphasis of the term "rural”

becomes more descriptive for the Virginia connty

first, by demographic or census definition of

population densities and_concentrations; second,

through the composition of the economic base of the

County. Figure l classifies rural counties in Virginia.

Gounties shaded·in were disqualified ae rural counties

on the basis that they were either large or small

metropolitan areas, er were contingent to an urban area

concentretion of more than 2,500 people. The major

enterprises of the rural classified counties provide



an economic base which, to a large exteut, ie oriented

towards agriculcure•
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REVIEE BF gITERATURE

Literature most pertinent to planning in rurel

counties and especially to the State of Virginia was

examined and found to be concentrated in thought to

zoning, one particular phase of the subject matter.

also recognized is the fact that the subject has

received more attention from the field of agricultural

economics than almost any other field.
an indication of the gravity of the situation in

the rural counties of Virginia es expressod by Edwin E.

Holm, Economist, Virginia division of Industrial
development and Planning, in a recent issue of the

Virginia Egonomic hsview, is es follows:
Vhost of the land area in Virginia will

continue to remain predominently rural in the
sixties and these areas will show on the

~ whole little gein end even may lose population.
This shrinking has been going on for many
decades, and many of these areas are much
more sparsely populated than they were
thirty to fifty years ago." lf
Mr. Holm*s article shows that rural areas feil to

gain and discusses the effects which metropolitan areas,

large end small, have on the rural areas. He forecasts

trends based on the continuation of present attitudes

and levels of activity. all of this provides a stimulus

to the reader to accomplish development goals.



To be sure, all county planning is not rural„

However, the most prevalent form of rural planning is

at the county level. The National Association of County

Officials, in the april 160 issue of their official

publication Gcpnt! Ogfgceg, presented exclusive features

on county planning. Of particular interest is an article,

entitled ”County Planning — What Is It?", by tennis

O*Harrow, Executive Oirector of the american Society

of Planning Officials. ar. 0'Harrow describes the

correlation between urban planning and oounty planning

and shows, by example, that county planning operates

or exists in densely populated urban countiee or in

completely agrarian los density counties. against

this background of possibilities in competition,

hr• 0*Harrow

says:"Same principles in all cases...„ths
general outline of planning must be the same
for all jurisdictions. This is because the
basic materials of planning are always the same:
land, natural resources, economic resources,
all related to and serving the people who now
live and will in the future live in the area.
The objectivc · also the same: to produce
the best possible environment in which human
beings can live and work•"_g/
Other articles in the April 1960 issue of

Gogggg Offgger deal with particular subject matter

of specific interest to the urbanised areas, such as



”A Capital Improvement Program, How to Draft It....

What It hill Bo....?"; industrial development including:

how to interest industry, how to control industrial

development through performance standards, and some of

the considerations regarding highways. However, the

rural county can make use of the fundamental concepts

in these areas.
d

Frederick U. Stocker, Economist, United otates

Department of Agriculture, in an article, “Urbaniation,
Agriculture, and Hural Government," discusses the impact
of urban growth und the need of land use control, the

reaction of the rural people to this, and the property

tax situation. He concludes by saying:
° "....it seems almost certain that some,

form of area wide governmental machinery will
produce better results for agriculture and
the urban people.... The welfare of the entire
community, and especially of its agricultural
segments, requires establishment of sone
system whereby rural areas can participate
in these (area wide) decisions.",}/
In recognition of the·transition from a rural~

oriented society to one that is urban—oriented,

e. G. Button, Jr., Executive director of the American

Institute of Planners, made the following observations
as prt of the Eheview and Critique" in Plagging lQ60:
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”Among the primary causes of this shift
(rural to urban) is the rapid develoment of

”Of mjor significance to this discussion
is the relationship of industrialisation to
urbaniaation; industriee needs for cities, for
labor market, services, communications, and
indeed, if necessary, the ability of large
industry to create a city around itself if
none existed there before•„„•

"Despits the change in the relative
population of our urban and rurel communities,

_ e fiction still persists in many sinds and
governmentel problems that we are a rural
frontier, and uncomplicated society•„.„
How it actually is more accurate to recognise
that no matter where in the county a boy
lives, the city has come to him. Radio,
movies, and TV; hard reads, school buses,

· and consolidated schools; easy credit for
autos, appliances, and for a major portion
of population, for homes; industrie
decentralication, easy mobility and labor
shortege areas; pensions, social security
and early retirement • all have led to
creating a city·type life in the country and
population mobility enabling almost anyone
to move te the city.

”Compared to the many and rapid changes
in physical tools and artifacts, the social
phenomenon of cultural lag becomes even more
pronounced•„••

“

V ”Related to our cultural lag is the
non·flexibility of governmental systems.
Originally conceived for a frontier,
primarily rral, dispersed society, our
basically two·level government predated
any concept of our twentieth century world•..•

".•..What is WDTBB, the combined forces
of vested interest, apathy, and traditional
objections to any governmental programs
suggest that little change will occur in the
near future.



“As long as we can continue to improvise
and solve our problems on a day-to·da{ basis,
we will forestall the crisis that wou d force
the issue. Without such a crisis, we must
hope for increased civic leadership and
understanding and ors enlightened approaches
to problems of local government.

”....The frustration of planning for
changes that might never occur has been
replaced by the frustration of sometimes not

g being able to make adequate plans, based on
1ong—range considerations, to properly guide
changes that are already underway....
Unfortunately, we (planners) have not been
very successful in interpreting the problems
and implications of change to local citizens
whose social and cultural values change ever
so slowly and who often fail to identify

l themselves with the implications of these i
changes on their home community, let alone
the metroplis with which their life and
home have become so involved. We (planners)
need greatly lmproved cols and techniques
for encouraging citisens to identify
themselves with their overall communities
and to find ways for their increased
participation in setting goals and
establishing an intelligent basis for the
selection of desired policies.“_g/

g Substantiation of Mr. Dutton*s concise
evaluations is found in the census statistics. One

such review, by Claude s. Gifford, Economics Editor
of the {arm Journal, points out that farmers are

engaging in off·farm work to supplement their farm

income; that small terms are disappearing and not just

because of a change in census definitions, that farm
J size is increasing faster in the South than in other
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parts of the country, that more farmers are farming
‘ their own land, that sharecroppers end tenants actually ·

have decreased in number, and that the investment in

farms has had a rapid growth._j/ I

ür. a. L. Gibson, Jr., professor of agricultural

economics at Virginia Polytechnio Institute, has
‘ commentod on V

I ”....the exansion in the eine of
our ferne and the resultant decline in
the number of farmers the rapid growth 'L
in the amounts of capital requirement to a
meet the needs of our technologicelly
changing—fera business, and the greater
specialisation of farm production and the
shifts in the coposition of the production
resources used hy farmers.” §/

g In illustrating how the structure of the american
I

farm is changing toward one less oriented to the'?£amily

farm? concept, Dr. Gibson provides ccnsiderable insight

L into the statistical data, auch es presented in the

Vgrggngg agrigglture QQQQ - lgßß Hendgggk gf
‘ I

;n§crmatigg,J1/ es does Mr. Holm in interpreting
I

I
the rscordings of statistical data trends._§/ In this

same area there are other reports of lesser importance
l

end too nunerous to enumerate und review here.
G, In the material reviewed, the development

patterns were noted for Virginia ss well as for the

nation. These facts and their implications for the



future have stimulsted action in Virginia through State

Sonate Joint Resolution Number A8:
Vwhereas, the State of Virginia is

becoming urbanized at an ever increasing
pace, thus rsndering it imgerative to solve
the problems created there y in sn
orderly and efficient manner; and

Vwhereas, the laws relating to planning
and soning designed to insure orderly and
efficient growth have not been revised
generally since the same were first enacted,
but have been amended from time to time as
the exigencies of the then existing
situation might dictate without regard
to any comprehensive plan for the future;
now, therefore, be it

"Resolved by th Senats, the House of
Delegatea concurring, that the Virginia
Advisory Legislative Council is hereby
directed to make a study of the Statuten
of Virginia relating to planning andsoning„.„•”_2/

In reviewing legislation applicable to the county

as the unit of government for local administration, a

series of booklets, published by the Virginia Division

of Industrial Development and Planning, Department of
Conservation and Economic Development, was referred to

in explanation of the material in the Code of Virginia

and to the Acts of the Legislature of Virginia•

Pamphlets of particular interest are: first, gggggggg
Legislat;gg,,;Q/ which deals with the State enabling

legislation concerning planning commissions, soning,
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and the Virginia Land Subdivision Act; second, gggggggg,

Zoggng, agd gubdivgggog Regggaggogg gn Vgrginga, gg/
which summarises briefly the three subjects of the

title; and, third, Pgwggg ggd Dggigs gg Qoardg gg

Agggags,_gg/ which deals with responsibilities and

duties of auch boards in relation to the extent of their

activities,
with this backgreund, the review of literature

was continued on the most prevalent subject of rural ·

areas in reference to planning, that is, rural soning„

The field seemed to be particularly influenced by

one man, Erling D, Solberg. One of the fruits of

Solberg's work as an agricultural economist is his

Agriculture Information Bulletin No, 59, United States

Department of Agriculture, entitled Rurag Zggggg gg

the Uniged Sgages, Solberg documents the status of ·

rural eoning of the states, as of 1952 or thereabout,
5

recording those efforts made in the development of

zoning, and shows the trends occurring and the

possibilities and prospects of future development

of rural soning,_g2/ Several of So1berg's speeches,

presented at the National Planning Conference, Detroit,

Michigan, October 12, 1953; Agriculture Section,
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Commnwealth Club, San Francisco, California, June 16,
9

1955; Southern California Planning Institute, June l7·18,
1955; University of California, Los Angeles, California;

and aid-Century Conference on Resources Bor the Future,
5

washington, D. C., Cecember 2-t, 1953, stressed

particular phases cf rural soning. Another Solberg

publication of more recent issue, ”The Why and How of

Rural Zoning,” presents various types of usable rural

soning regulations, he manner in which used, the

reasons used, and the accrual of benefits to thepeople‘

and community because of the particular use of
— soning.,1g/ A

° The applicability of rural soning is localised

in Virginia through references from several sources.

One source, with ort extensive depth, is the article,
”L8hd Use Problems and Rural Zoning in Virginia,“ by

Jr. w. L. Gibson, Jr.; He first defines the trends of
development in Virginia and then pin·points land use

a problems due to conflicting land use, shows that these

problems are not inevitable, describes rurel soning,
describes non·conforning uses, explains that soning

is a permissive power, and concludes by pointing out



that local initiative daterminas succoasful zoning.

Dr. Gibson states:
"If Virg1¤ia'surura1 couuuryside ia

to develop es her people want it to, then
the local people themselves must accept the
responsibility first to mke deeirable
plans for the use of their resources and,h after this ia done, ucilize the zoning
powers granted by the State to implemenb ,
their plaus„" ;j/
Planning literature is abuudant both in volume

and in subject rslating bo udbauized areas which are

developed to a heavy populauion density. For that

area which ie idenuified as agriculuurel, the

available literature is almost limited so a single
perspective of the total planning process ~— zo¤1¤g•

Qiscussiorxe of any other subjects are limited where the

subject mutter is agrerian in subetanoe„ Tha reason

for this particular situation seems from the natural

development of planning which has found its greatest
impetus in the urban area or che creation of an urban

environment. In the literature ot planning the

processes of urbunized life and the expansion of the e

urban areas, the agrarian areas are considered as a
‘ nauural resource, subject to axploitation by the

process of urbauizacion. The teuer of auch literature

is aber of the method of conversiou of the rurul area



to an urban area, Such a tenor of literature in the
~ field of planning is reasonable since more acute and

chronic problems of the greatest pressure arc

encountered or are forced to be dealt with in these

areas, Yet, the noticeable lack of literature in one
collective field does not indicate a complete void of

information nor does it mean that the concept and

theory of planning to the rural county are not

applicable, V y
The concept of planning, using the terminology of

the Code of Virginia, is:
”,,•,guiding and accomplishing a

coordinated, adjusted and hermonious
deve1opment•,,,which will, in accord with
the present ad future needs and resources,

· best promote the health, safety, norals, _
order, convenience, proeperity, as well
asefficiencyand economy in the process of
dßvalßpßßntn • •

•”TheCode of Virginia concept of planning is the basis

for this investigation, In view of the lack of compiled

literature on the particular subject, it is necessary
to survey the information available in various

disciplines selecting those particular areas which

are pertinent to the subject,
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INVESTIGATIGH

ÜBJRCTIVS ÜF IHVESTIGATIOH

For the rural counties of Virginia, it is

necessary to ascertain the degree, kind, and type of

needs for planning, the identification of the processes

by which planning can be established, and the methods

by which planning can be implemented. The expression

that rural dwellere and urban dwellers ars two separate

identities ie often encountered. When the specific
i

difference between the city and the county is enumerated

as to rural and urban, there is noted quite a bit of

similarity and actual identity as neither exists in

pure eegregation. ;1/ The extent of such observations,

ae they apply to the conscious and deliberate

activities in that directed development which is

planning, is eought in this investigation, g

METHQD GF PhOGEDURE

A dual approach was made by interview and

by review of recorded data, both etatietical and

dccumentary, First, information concerning the p

rurl counties was obtained by interview with

specialists providing services to the rural county
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es representativee of government agenciee. At Virginia
Volytechnic Institute, interviews were held with those
persons concerned with government and administration,
agriculture, and planning.

Second, a review was made of rscorded date, both
statisticai and decumentary, which contributed

information tn the subject of planning for the rural
county as it exists in Virginia.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Ih¤lCeTJh3 GF THE NEED FSR PLaNNING

The results ef the invesigation are classified

by three main subject areas: (1) indicators of the

need for planning; (2) establishing planning; and

(3) the effectuation of planning. within each major

area the general trends ef all rural counties are

presented. Such a perspective is necessary to avoid

a case study for each county concerned, to propose a

solution or solutions te specific problems, or give

advice as to what should be done in a particular

situation out of context of the environment in which

such an incident is occurring. It is the

responsibility of each rural county to make auch a

study for its own use, adherdng to the general policies

of the Etats of Virginia. A

Typical of the first awsreness by any of the

citisenry concerning a need for planning is when

they have been subjected to sone type of nuisance.

The classic example used is the junkyard. here of a

visual nuisance than anything else, the junkyard has

been the rallying point for many an irate citizen. His

battle cry then becomes ”ZOhlhG, that ia what we need

ZONlHG!” Or, to the passerby who secs the junkyard,
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a mental observation is ”Isn't that a shane!" as a

critical situation or as a casual observation, an

indication of the need for planning has been felt ··
and, as usual lt is too late to de anything about it•

Land Usefulness V v

The real indlcators of the need for planning

began with a much more suhtle orientation. Tha primary
L

conslderatlon of the need for planning lies in the

e natural resource of land. Land ls a static resource

in the sense that in and of itself it can neither be

created nor destroyed. The usefulness of the land can
V be changed and·is changed by natural conditions and

also, from the result of man's technology. With the

technology we have acqulred or developed, a description

of the usefulness of the land is psslble. The

description has several fors depending on that

particular usefulness being sought. For the rural

couties in Virginia this description of the soll, in

the broadest sense, has two orientations: one is

that of the engineer, and the other ls that of

the agronomist. For the engineer, such physical

descriptions as to the nechanical qualities of the

soil concern the location of buildings, reads, sanitary
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facilities, and drainage ways. In the agronomic
doscriptions of the soil, concern is given to the

. potential of the soll for production of various crops
from field grains to trees and includes pasturcs,
gardens, etc.

Vmore and more people throughout the
State are reelising that only aoil survey
provides detailed eoil inventories which
can serve as a guide to proper soil use by
engineers, home builders, sanitarians, and
agriculturel scientlsts„ The demand will
increase es the taxpayer realises millions
of dollars are being lost annually in
Virginia because of the lack of detailed
soll survey information.” l3/

y 4This information is available to the counties
through established agencies of agriculture. Its use
is primarily directed toward the type of development
which should occur on the land es the land varies.
For example, the composition of a county's land, when
detsrmined by the engineering and egronomic
classifications, can then be related to its
occupancy or use es crop land, forestry areas,
subnarginel lande not suitable for industrial
locations, schools, or commercial centers. Another S,

specific use is the Soil Survey and Soil Information
Map es an index for tax essessing._l2/
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Natgrg og üggglggegg
Although the use of the land mass es determined by

its physical and chemical competition provides a primary

basis of consideration for the allocation of specific

land use, the nature of development which has occurred

exerts a great influence. From the natural state the

resources of the environment determine the nature of

development. As the fertile valleys were tilled and

centralised locations were sought for home sites,

residenees were erected in central areas of the valley.

Some of the tillable land was consumed, but the

coneequences were favorable to efficient operations.
Eventually these home sites were connected by reads,

commercial operations were developed, and the change

in the rural scene bogen. Today we are aware of the

string develoment along the road system and the all

too frequent nodes of villages and towns. The roads

once developed for farm to market access are now

cver·crowded with the infiltration of non·farm rural

structures which generate burdensome traffic. The
·

evidence of incompatability hegen to appear. The

productive farm unit became disjointed, agricultural

prduction declined, water tables fell, and septic



tanks began to function improperly in the more developed
areas. Neighbor irritates neighbor as they attempt to
develop the rural area each in his own way without
regard to one another. The problem becomes worse as

the need for new schools, additional fire protection,
sewers,public water systems, and more and better reads

arise. At the same time, in an effort to provide these

services, the taxes go up. gQ/

The realization of developmental patterns must be

couched in terms of who is settling the land in order
to gain e better understanding for the planning of the

rural counties in Virginia. It ie observed that:

“Rural Virginia is no longer a society
conposed primari yeof farm peop1e.... Fron
1920 to date, fame population has declined
approximately 36% while rural non·farm
population has increased 129%. Today rural
people who do not live on farms outnumber =
those who do by a ratio of two to one. This g
proportion is approximately the exact

_ opposite of that existing four decades
ago." 21/
Coupled with this situation has been the steady

decline of population in most rural counties. Rural

counties which have gained in population have done so

by very slight degrees. The gain so experienced has

taken place mostly near centers of population

concentrations, like the small villages and towne.
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_ "This changing number and nature of
the rural people in Virgänia should challenge

- our organicat onal and stitutional leaders‘ to know these facts, and modify their
n policies and programs to meet the needs

of a rural society in Virginia that isV rapidly becoming 'urban,' or something
in between our old concept of rural and

urbanewGovernmgnt and Agggggsgratggg
as the composition of the citisenry changes and

the physical development continues, the government and

its administration are operating in an environment
other then that originally conceived. However, a

change, auch es has occurred, does not mean that the

county form of government is not capable of the

functions required of it by the change in environment.

It does mean that the form of county government has

been slow to adapt itself to the environmental change.

In the first place, ccunty government is con-

sidered an involuntary corporstion while those of

cities and towns are considered voluntary corporations.
Legally, the county is a political snbdivision of the

territory of the state which is organized for
administsring locally such powere of government ae

are delegated by the state. 2}/ Inherent to the
composition of the county form of government of many



elected officiale is an observation that this type of

government is a stronghold for the basic form of

democratic government expressed in the Jacksonian

principle, which is, ".„..the duties of public offices

are, or et least admit of being, mad: so plain and

simple that men of intelligence may readily qualify _

themselves for their performance.Q.•“ 25/ This tends

to see friendliness and acceseibility of individual:

more influential than technical brilliance or e

administrative skill as a basis for election ef
l

incumbents. while it must be pointed out that a county

manager form of government or a board ef supervisore-

administrator type of government would clarify

responsibilities and set regular channels for
directives end communications, the actuality of these

forms of government is not a neceseity for the operation

of couuty planning.
"The fact is that although the county

is the legal creature of th: State dependent
upon the State for the power: it exerciees,
the services it rendern, and the sources of
revenue available to it, all of those are
colored by local self—d•termination in
general, is the dominant influence in the
nature of county administration and
particularly so of the plannin activities‘ g
implemented by the county•” 255
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The foundation for governmental administration is B

the existing legislation specifying the activities to
be carried on by the government. The State of Virginia
has given the counties the opportunity for planning and

d
h

zoning through State Enabling Legislation. gQ/ A few
of the counties have utilised this grant of power and

d
authority. Of these few, only a small fraction has,
any formable program. It is also true that the small
fraction of counties, with a formable program, is
oriented to metropolitan areas._gZ/ Other counties
which have shown any activity in the reale of planning
have done so by selecting only a phase of the planning
program for application to a specific incident•
Bedford County, Virginia, is an example of the
approach of the counties seeking to utiliee a
particular part of planning. Although Bedford County

vie under the influence of heavier urbaniaation than
that experienced in the rural county, what occurred
there is not out of the ordinary• Under the influences
of the patternistic development of uncontrolled
urbanieation, Bedford County sought to establish a
subdivision ordinance without establishing a planning
commission. However, it did establish a planning
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commission after the state informed them that without a
planning commission to help enforce the subdivision
ordinence, such an ordinance ”would not bs worth

much.” 32/
A

Egonomicg
‘

The indicators of the need for planning in the
rural county of Virginia can be viewed realistically
in an economic manner. The importance of such a

if

perspective ie illustrated by the administrative
location of planning functions in the govenment of
the State of Virginia. The planning section for the
state is in the Division of Industrial Developent and
Planning under the Department of Conservation and
Economic Development. as an administrative arm of the

state, this department, throughout its history, has
¢°

had es the center of its operation a completely
economic orientation. 32/

The total living environment generated by people
from the land is done so through an economy. Thus, a
triad ie formed: and ggggggg. as the
characteristics.of any one of the three varies, the other

two are not without response. Therefore, a continuing
D oheervation of s rurel county economy provides an
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insight for noting the growth pattern, the present

economic posture, and projecting future trends regarding

the composition of the total living environment.

whether a rural county ie trying to maintain an

existing economic base, or expand the existing economic
‘

base, or estahlish a new economic base, consideration

must be made of the program to he followed in

achieving this goal. The resources of a particular

county have a definite influence in the determination

of the program to be followed.
an evaluation of what the resources of the county

are is then an important and needed record. Vo a large

extent, such a composite record is non—existent for the

rural county in Virginia for either the professional

practitioners or the lay citizenry. Therefore, the

capacity and capatility of a rural county to physically

or fiscally pursue any course of action is unknown.

what is even more important, the goals cannot be

determined much less set for the rural county.

es an example, most county residente when asked

to identify one of the problems in their county reply,

”we need more industry." Another response, almost as

common, is the desire to become a recreation area
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because of the coments made by some visiting people

concerning the topography, climste, and rural character

p that exist. Neither reply identifies e problem. Both

replies state a solution that is out of context from

the whole economic perspective necessary to give

soundnoss to any solution to an existent problem.
]The

pursuit of either of these situations, the

development of industry or rocreation, will create e

definite impact on the county. The character of this

impact could be determined through an economic
perspective were such available. Indicative of such

an economic perspective would be the evidence therein

contained, establishing the indicators of the need for
planning in the rural dcunty of Virginia„ gg]

E3TABg;§§;NG PQANNINQ

g Edggaggogag Pgggggg
The establishment of the need for planning is of

little value unless this need is realized by the people

concerned. caithout this knowledge the citisens have no

way of building e total living environment they may

desire. Solutions of development problems do not add

p up to total living conditions meeting the needs of any

populace. Rother, they result in a situation whsreby



the lives of the people are at the mercy of an
l

undirected living environment.
To inform the citisenry with accurate information

is not an easy operation. As has been observed:

“....in spite of the advances in science
and technology, in spite of the strides in the
communication arts and skills, the mass
information and education media, the average

hcitizen, at least on some issues, is as
uninformed es ever. lncreased competition
for the public mind in a fast growing,
complex society is the big reason why
communications between individuals and
groups is not getting easier but rather
more difficult." };/

The processes by which planning information reaches

the public are similar to those involved in most other

promotional activities. nach person ie vitally

affected und has an immsdiate concern in where he

lives, works, plays, end carries on the various other

life activities. sven so, apthy about planning is

very common. Complete rejection of outside advice

may be quick, especially if the advice is identified

es being of objectionable origin. This trend of

situation is really paradoxical in that local

residents seldom develop action programs having an

influence on community form without some stimuli from

an outside source.
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The outside source is disguised at times as a

new resident, or what someone saw on a trip, or read

in an article. at other times the outside source comes

in the form of a government representative in some

special field of service who is responsible for

g stimulating positive changes in the community.

The methods employed for stimulating change most

frequently begin with a program of “talking it up."

y Meetings with the citizenry to give them the
n

opportunity of thinking for themselves and thinking

collectively in relation to their living environment

are part of such a program. Through these meetings,

many of the factors needed in planning may be
l

introduced and developed. The purpose of such a

g meeting is not so much organization for planning as

_ it is promotion of an awarenees of local environmental
problems among all the people.

Effective group meetings are the products of art

and science and need to be considered well in advance,

whether stimulated from within or without the county
areas concerned. In preparation for such meetings,

it is well to remember that
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”Poor meetings ars generally what they
are because they are just other meetings to
those responsible for their planning.

"Effective meetings, on the other hand,
are effective because they were planned as
having unique situetions calling for
individual treatment.“
A single meeting or a group of meetings will not

result in establishing a planning program, but they are

necessary in developing the planning process. The full

community meeting is not to be relied upon in the total

dissemination of information. Special interest groups

will play an active part in gsining a full measure of

citizen participation, and will give lccalized impetus

to any developmental process by subject and by area

concerned. within the county there are many specialised

local area groups, auch es community improvement clubs,

Parent·Teacher associations, cnurches, civic clubs, farm

organizations, youth groups, and vclunteer fire

companies to mention only a few who can and do exert

much influence. what is illustrated here is that

although the total program of planning is being sought,

there are particular areas of the program which carry

immediate and personal appeal to specific intereste of

local organizations. The fact of immediato and personal

interests applies to individuals as well es to groups.
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In any community or group, there are recognised leaders

and influential people to whom, more eo than to the total

planning program, specific items of the planning

program carry considerable impact, all not necessarily

to their liking. It is important, therefore, that the

people of the power structure be influenced in auch a

manner as to support the program of planning,

The methode available for accomplishing the goals

of informing the people individually, as groups of

special interest or orientation, or as a composite

group actually depends on the amunt of sxposure the
i

group has had to planning, and amount of exposure to

which they are to be subjected, Of great concern here

is deciding what is to be accomplished at the meeting,

Most important, after the accompliehments of the

meeting have been identified, is the evaluation of the

audience with respect to the subject of planning, Here

the audience ie rated ae to whether it ie oriented
towards receiving information that creates an

awareness of the existence of a formalized process

of planning or whether, es an audience, it is aware

that there is such a thing as planning and are

intrigued to see how it could apply to them. Should
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the evaluation of the audience be that ot learning or
progrcseing to decision making, the type of meeting can
then be based on that amount of involvement which is
desirable for the audience, The complete range of
meetings would be from speaker only in the formation
presentation stage, through forum and open discussion
for the learning stage, to open discussion where
decision making occurs._j}/

an identification and audience rating is not
always a situation of clear delineation for a planning n
subject, or for any subject for that matter, Thereforo,
a subjectlvc consideratlon of the material to be
presented and the competition of the audience should
be made along the lines that it is better to review than
to begin at an advanced stage without being aware of
the basic background fundamentale of planning.

So far the planning education program has been
submitted in the form of meetings, Such an approach
in desirable for reaching the individual in a manner
which relates to bis involveent as an individual
to cause him to take some action concerning his

environment, To augment this promotional operation,
the various forms of news media are to be used to inform



the public of the activities of the various group and

individual meetings concerning planning. The result

is that opinions are expressed and ideas are sxchanged

on the subject. Now the citizsnry is concerned, is

involved, is reacting, becomes aware of its environment,

and realizes that it can do something about its

development through planning.

agtigg Iggtgatigg T

_ sith the citisenry informed, the need for the
promotional activities does not cease. Meetings continue

to be held,and planning subjects remain of immediate

interest. Now, the concern is what is to be done. anat

action initiation is necessary to have planning? The

desire to de and the actuality of doing, although

closely connected for achieving success, are worlds

apart in actuality. Out of the prsliminary

promotional activity, information on how to do is

seiscd upon for going about the procedural business

of having planning. Fortunately, there is no physical

delineation in the planning process. That which has

been developing all along has been a part of the planning

process. A part of the planning process that is of the

greatest necessity is this phase of planning called
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citizen participation. Without citizen participation
there is no planning process. That with which we are

concorned here is the formality of giving legal
identity to the efforts of planning and broadening the

planning operation to its effective range of influence

on the total living environment of the rural county.

The legalietic steps for counties in establishing
a formal organization of planning are set forth in the

Code of Virginia, Chapter 25, Title 15, article 3. jgj
The most important legalietic step is that the local
county board of supervisors croatesaxplanning

5
commission along the guides set_forth in the enabling
legislation• although it is assumed that the county
board of superviaors, ae individuals, are quite aware

of the impetus that planning is receiving in the county,

it cannot be assumed by the same token that they, as an

official body of the county, are cognizant of this fact.
Therefore, the county board of supervieors, while ig

session, can be informed through a formal expression

of the citizene of their deeires tc have a county
planning commission.

Such a petition from the people can take many

forms. The petition can be from an individual, or
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from a collective representation in a body, or as a

signed document.’ The board of supervisors may inform

itself through the volontary expression of one of its

members. whatever form or forms are taken in requesting

the formation of a planning commission by the board of

supervisors, it is of great importance that the nnified

support of the county is demonstrated and the specific

recommendation made that the county board of

snpervisors create and appoint a county planning

commission.

EFFECTUaTlJm JF PLANNING
Organisation for Planning
On the decision of the county board of

o supervisors to create and sppoint a planning,

commission, the initiating action brings the full

impact of reality. who is going to be on the planning

commission? The composition of a planning commission

is a key issue to be deals with in all sinccrity. By

legislative requirement, a member of the board of

county supervisors is required to serve on the planning.

commission. Where there is a county manager, coonty

engineer, executive secretary, or any other official

representative of the county board of supervisors, any
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q one of these may serve as the county board of
supervisor's representative on the planning commission
in lieu of a member of the board of supervisors. 2}/

including this one required member, a county
planning commission may range in size from five to
fifteen members, the actual number appointed directly
dependent on the rspresentation required. lähould more
than fifteen members be required for adequate
representation, the planning commission may be
supplemented by advisory comittees. 2§/ when there
is need, the county planning commission can appoint
from its membership an executive committee which will
be composed of the chsirman of the county planning

[ commission and not less than four other members. The
emecutive committee may exercise—such powers as the
county planning commission may determine or all the
powers of the county planning commission at times other
than regular meetings of the entire county planning
commission. 21/ d

The question now is concerned with how many
planning commissioners should be appointed. The ideal
number referred to in many sources is ssen five to

nine. However, the first consideration is the range
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i of lnterests to be represented on the commission. The

second consideration, although not popular from an

academic standpoint, is one of geographicsl area

representation. These area: may be the county°s
administrative districte, towne, or communities within

the county which should have e particular voice in the

planning commission. with this in mind, the selection

of planning commission members from geographical
areas, special interest areas, or e combination of

both depends on the competence of the individual A
selected.

u

To a large extent, most planning commission

members should be those who possess qualities of

intelligence, sound judgment, integrity,
unselfishnees, civio•mind•dness, and a eincere

deslre to contribute to the public welfsre of the

community. }§/ To go further into descrlbing the
charaoteristic qualitles of those who should be on e

plsning commission has proven to be quite arguments·

tive. It is of particular importance to note, however,
that planning commlssione do tend to be quite heavily

losded with business executlves, realtors, angineers,

lawycrs, architects, and people of various related
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professional backgrounds. while it is true that the

professional backgrounds of auch people and their

activities do lend a sense of competence to their

actions, a planning commission should not be composed
‘ entirely from these professional areas.

_ dhile the planning commission is quite competent

in composition for its particular functions, it will be

necessary to enlist the technical skills of others to
perform the work of research and development upon which

the commission will base its observations and

conclusions. A particular point encountered here

is just what technical assistance is required. This

situation concerns itself with the size of the staff

necessary to administer the technical assistance

depending on many factors from the size of the county,

the staging of the planning activities, to the amount

of interest in the planning program and the budget

available. The assistance can be provided through a

permanent staff or through consultant services. The

actual composition of either is again dependent on

many factors, auch es qualifications of the personnel,

continuation of th• planning process, and sine of the

budget. There are two points of consideration as to
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the primary technician for the planning process:

one, e permanent staff organization, and, second,

a consultant,
Should an individual be engaged on a selsry

basis to administer the planning program, the following

should be considered, The individual to bs engaged

should have a background in the field of planning,

The experience or background can be readily

determinsd by the level of membership in the american
Institute of Plannere, There are three levels of

membership of the practicing planner: (1) u

Provisional ambership represents the least experience

or background in planning and ie equivalent to not

less than one year's experience nor more than three

year's experience on a technical planning staff;
(2) the Associate Membership represents at least four

year's experience in planning; and (3) the highest

level of membership is that of a Member which represente

at least sight years of experience, Q2]

In addition to the individual planner, considera·

tion should be given to the staff necessary to carry

out their responsibilities. Here again, all is

dependent on the immediats situation, Stenographic
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and clerical assistance, draftsmen, and technical

support are required.
Should a planning commission decide to use a

planning consultant er consultants directly, the
qualifications previously described for the resident

planner would be applicable es an indication of the
experience of the consulting concern. Here caution

should be stressed concerning the use of consultant

services. Since planning ie a dynamic process being

tempered and molded as the implementation process

0V01vsB,

ergna cggggnugus gagig. It is, therefore, convenient

to have the consultant located in the general area of

the county. Further qualifications shuld be that the

consultants have had prior experience in a similar

planning operation to that which they will be doing for

the county.

with the commission now a reality and the

qualifications of technical assistance discussed, the

actual process of planning in the formal sense is to

be considered. The total process of planning has been

referred to by several names, including comprehensive
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plan, master plan, and pilot plan. Each of these terms
can have a special connotation or mean exactly the same.
This is particularly true due to the many local
interpretations used to express the physical results
of the planning process. The primary fact remains that
the process of planning is the responsibility of the
county and should be eccomplished by the people of the
county through the planning commission with the help
of the technician and be recorded as it progresses.
By the people of the county it is meant that all groups
and individuals should take an active part in
formulating the plan of the county. _

Various lists, articles, and dissertations have
been ccmpiled, formuleted, and advocated concerning
the elements of planning to which the citizens, planning
commission, and technicians should direct their efforts

l The process appears simple nough when (l) the county
is inventoried to see what exists in the county,

E (2) the decision is made as to the direction and
intensity of the development to be pursued, and,
(3) the proceduree for achieving that which ie desired
are initiated„ The simplicity of such a view is
quickly lost when it is realized that the inventory



is changing constantly, the direction ef develoment

is being altered, and the procedures of aehieving the
goals are under constant revision,

Each county, however, is an identity unto itself
and the planning operations pursued will have its own

specific connotatione, Neverthelees, of the many lists

g encountered, the enueration made by Solberg offers
the clearest perspective of what is to be done, The

three~phase enunsration is:

The Lgvegtogg1,

An accurate base map of the area of the
unit ef government and relevant surroundings.

2, Aerial photogrephs of the entire community,

3. Maps showing tepography, geology and mineral
resources, including sand, gravel, valuable
elays, and rock, ·

A. Map showing drainages und watershede, rivers,
streane, lakes, ponde, and other bodies of
water, underground water sources, swampy
areas, and flood plains,

S, Maps showing nein soll types, stoniness,
known subsoil information, and land use
caability classes,

6. Map of present land uses, incidating
the location of industrial, business,
residential farming, forest, and
recreational areas,
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7. Mps showing transportation facilities,

including waterways, railroads, truck and
bus lines, highways, streets and roads,
and reports on the condition and adequacy
of all public thoroughfares.

8. Map indicating location and capacities of
public service plante and facilities,
including water and gas meins, power lines,
and storm and sanitary sewers.

9. Map showing location of public and private
schools, school district boundaries, school
bus routes, and reports on the condition,
capacity, and adequacy of school facilities.

10. Map and reports on the location, condition,
and adequacy of public buildings, parks,
playgrounds, and other recreational
facilities, and public properties.

Egonomig §ase
ll. Map showing location of industrial

undbusinessareas and studies of the economic
bass of present industries.

12. Reports on local trade areas and market
areas, both local and more distant.

13. Data on employment, wage rates, and income.

lk. Map of fcrming areas showing types of farming,
location of farm and non·farm homes.

15. Studies of the total contribution to the
community's economic base of agriculture
plus related processing industries, supply° ‘ finms, and associated employment.

16. Map of forested areas showing location of
tax•de1inquent lande.

17. Map of present and potential recreational
lande indicating location of improvemnts.
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18. Map of existing one—family, two·family,
and multi-family housing areas, and report
on condition of housing, housing supply,
and rate of construction.

8
19. Reports on population growth, charactcrlstlcs,

and distribution throughout the community.

20. Data on educational levels, and technical
and trade skills.

21. Information on existing churches, hospitals,
and health facilit1es..

22. Data on public housing, and welfare and
cultural facilities. ·

Governmsgt
23. Map showing publicly owned land, including

e federal, state, county, city, town, n
township, or other local public ownershlps.

2b. Studies of local taxation and of the cost M
of public services by types of districts.

25. Data on bonded indebtedness and important
public inprovements under construction.

26. Copies of existing plans for physical
develoment in the area by public
agencies, including local, state, and
federal agencies.

27. Copies of the community's present
subdlvision code and soning ordinance
and map, if any._gQ/

From the data of such an inventory, the direction

of development is determined and recorded in various

forms to serve as a base reference and guide to the
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implementation for achieving the desired goals. Such
a sst of records would include the following:

Hegordg
gggd god lmprovegeggs
1. Map showing a desirable future land use

pattern, with areas suitable for industry,
business, homes, farming, forests,
recreation, and other uses indicated.

2. Map showing location of proposed reads
and streets .

3. Map showing location of proposed public
service plant and facilities, including
‘water, gas and power lines, and storm
and eanitary sewers.

L. Map indicating future locations for public
buildings, schools, playgrounds, and parks.

:Pggg1e agd thg Eggngmgc Bag;
e 5. Suggestions for fostering business,

industrial, and agricultural development
with a view to obtaining a balanced
economic base.

6. Reports on undeveloped natural resources
of all kinds available in the area.

7. Suggestions for restoring, and then
protecting with proper use, neglected
water, soil, and forest resources.

8. Reports on market trends and changing
l shopping habite.

9. Reports on populatlon trends, employment,
and income.

' 10. Reports en future needs for public housing,
and health and welfare facilities.
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ll. Reports on future needs for educational,
cultural, and recreational facilities.

Gggeggmegg
f

12. Studies indicating trends in the community
and area.

13. A long•range program of public improvements
and a related financial program.

1 lb. Studies of tax measures designed to
sncourage the·allocation of resources,
includin. land, to their most suitable
.uses. gl?

In this idealized process for inventory to plan

for implementation, it is this last phase where the

citizenry proves itself. In the preceding steps the

participation has been mostly vocal; now, all turns

to action. The success er failure of the entire

planning process depene on the sincerity and

earnestness of doing that which was indicated to be

done. Citizen supprt, ae individuals and as groups,

is a must. The education procedures that were started

in the very beginning and continued on until now will
prove their worth in citizen participation.

Here are some of the ways in which the plan can

be implemented: 1

1. Program propose public improvements ahead
for several years, with priorities indicated.
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2. Conduct an active educational program by
means of local meetings, newspaper, radio,
and so on to explain the objectives of the
plan to all the people and to win their
support.

3. Pass a sound subdivision ordinance.Subdivision control is the reäulation of
the way raw land is subdivide into lots
or tracts and ade ready for development.
It is concerned with the layout of proposed
subdivisions. Subdivisions often are
required to construct streets, curbs,
sidewalks, and to install sewers, water
meins, and other utilities and services.

L. Pass a good building code. Building codes( provide certain minimum standards and
( re lations for assuring safe and stable(l?u

design, (2) methde of construction,
and (3) use of materials and equipent in
building and structures, and for assuring
safe maintenance, use, and occupancy.

5. Pass a sanitary code. Sanitary or plumbing
codes require compliance with minimum
standards of workmanship and materials in

. the installation, alteration, maintenance,
and repair in dwellings and other buildings
of pipes, fittings, f xtures, and other
appliances for the conveyance of water,
sewage, andgas.6.
Pass a good soning ordinance. A good

· zoning ordinance is the community's most
usefu formal tool for building the many
developents of private buildings into the
over•all pattern of the master plan. It
provides local measures for assuring that
the community°s growth is orderly. gg/
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QONCLUQIGNS
U

Many basic environmental changes caused by

ppulation trends and characteristics with the inherent

stimuli in government, its administration and economics

have established a sound reasoning for utilising the

principles and concepts of continuous planning for rural

counties in Virginia. The county unit of government has

not entered, to any large extent, into the continuing

process of planning on a comprehensive basis. This can

bs attributed to the lack of information in the subject

of planning and the methodology of developing a

continuous planning program for rural countiee in

Virginia. The political and geographie unit of the

county does provide an adequate and reasonable unit

for the performance of comprehensive planning functions g

on a continuous basis.
The implementation of a continuous program of

comprehensive planning of the type advocated can be

developed in the counties by the citisenry, its

organisations, its leadership, and its government.

Development of a continuous planning program can be

established by actively engaging citizen participation

in self-evaluation of the county. The action
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initiation of planning at the local county level will
be based on the citisens'collective evaluation and

their desire to become involved in determining the

character of their living environment. The form

pursued by the action initiation will be that given

~
v or discovered during the education and evaluation

phase of the program.
Out of the action initiation will come fornalised

planning activities. Various forms and connotatiens

will be aseuned by the individual rural county planning

programs as each county planning program is adapted to

the particular need und conditions of a particular

rural county. However, the basic concepts, criteria,

and operations of planning will be obeerved in the

organisation for and the process of planning.
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SUMMAHY

This study has deslt with the rural county of
Virginia within the definition basically established by
the United States Bureau of the Genaue. The particular
item of interest is the developmental pattern ann
resulting implications occurring in the rural county.
A propoeal is presented that will develop a knowledge
of planning for the citisenry. In addition, a method

I of approach for establishing a planning program is
L

enumerated.
The review of literature indicates an awareness

T on the part of eoonomists and sociologiste of
environmental developments in the rural areas which
give basis for concern. These people have advocated

)
”rural soning" as a counter stimuli. Professional
plannere, writing on the subject of soning, state that

’/ zcning is an inherent part of planning.
i

In the results and discussion of the investigation,
a reasoning is established for the application of a full
and continuous comprehensive planning program in the
rural counties of Virginia. The method of establishing
auch a planning program is set forth to illustrate the
organization for the process of planning. The



eoncluaion ia that planning for rural countiaa in

Virginia can be achieved through a citizenry approach

for implementation of the program,
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A STUDY QF PLANNING ans PLANNING annonces

Fon hUHaL CJUNTIaS IH Vlhülala

AQSTHACT

The basic objectives of this study are (l) the
identification of planning needs, (2) the development
of an orderly approach to the processes of planning,
and (3) the development of an argument for planning
in rural counties cf Virginia.

The data was obtained through library research,
personal interview, and field inspection in rural
countiee of Virginia. The most significant results are:

l. Current population trends show both
compositional and quantitative changes taking place
in the rural counties of Virginia.

2. Land use development patterns in Virginia
rural counties, under the present conditions, are
wasteful and overtax the existing facilities.

3. Land usefulness determinetions involving soll
composition and physical characteristice are gaining in
use in agriculture, engineering, building, and texation.

A. County government, although critised in its

most prevalent form for antiquetedness and obsolescence,



is adequate to make gainful use of the processes of
planning, including the most up·to·date ideas.

5. Legislation is adequate at the state level to
enable the county unit of government tc implement by
ordinances the policiee appropriate to a rural county
planning program.

6. Economic conditions in the rurel eountiee are
important indices tc the eoundnese of the county's
condition.

7. Implementation of planning programs in the
rural counties can be accomplished through action
programs involving citizen participation as part of a
continuous planning and educational process.


